Monday 22nd June 2020
Maths- Complete the White Rose Maths
Year 1 Summer Term Week 7 Lesson 1- Count in 2s
The worksheets are now attached to this email for you to complete. The video
to go with the activity is still in the webpage.
If you are unable to print out the sheet, please use the sheet on the screen and
write the answers into your book.
Parents- Answers to the activity are downloadable below the activity on the
webpage.
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-1
Task 2- Complete the TT Rockstar’s sheet Week 8 session 1.
English- Jack’s Diary
Revisit the jack and the Beanstalk story PowerPoint and take about the story.
Today we are going to revisit diaries and we are going to write as if we are Jack.
We are going to write about the day he climbed the beanstalk.
Imagine you are Jack and you are sat in your bedroom at the end of this
remarkably interesting day. How might you be feeling? What might you be
thinking? Jot down some adjectives in your book to describe how you might be
feeling. You can use these words when writing your diary.
Read the example attached so that you can see what you may want to include.
With a diary it is important to remember you are writing it as if you are that
person. We call this the first person so you should be writing ‘I climbed up the
enormous beanstalk’ and not ‘Jack climbed the beanstalk.’
If you are struggling to make a start, then use the example letter to help you. As
well if there are other points you seem ‘stuck’ then go back to the example and
use it to help you out.
Don’t forget to refer to the writing checklist for expectations for your writing.
Phonics-Go onto Discovery Education and type in Phonics. Start with Phase 5
Sal’s Phonics and the or’ (al/or/our/augh) video and then complete one of the
activities.

Tuesday 23rd June2020
Maths- Complete the White Rose Maths
Year 1 Summer Term Week 7 Lesson 2- Count in 5s.
The worksheets are now attached to this email for you to complete. The video
to go with the sheet is still on the webpage.
If you are unable to print out the sheet, please use the sheet on the screen and
write the answers into your book.
Parents- Answers to the activity are downloadable below the activity on the
webpage.
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-1
English- Writing a letter to the giant
Today we are going to write a letter the giant as if we are Jack. We are going to
say sorry for going into his castle and taking the harp and the hen. Think
carefully about what you might say and you may want to explain why you took
them. Read the example letter for ideas. If you are struggling to get started use
some of the ideas from the example letter to get you started.
I have attached a letter format for you to write on or if you would rather you
can use it as a guide to write your own on a sheet of paper or in your book.
Refer to the writing checklist for expectations for your writing.
Phonics Go onto Discovery Education and type in Phonics. Start with Phase 5
Sal’s Phonics and the ‘ee’ ( y/ie/ea) video and then complete one of the
activities.

